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ABSTRACT
Industrial Control System (ICS) has been designed for critical infrastructure sectors and 90% of these
systems are property/owaned and operated by private organizations. Industrial Control System (ICS)
were designed to fulfill the basic requirements included system performance and reliability and other
basic needs, related with real time transmission, without interlinking with networks (public/private)
or/and internet connectivity. In this research, detail review has been conducted which is based on
Industrial control system or ICS types and their uses and/or importance within industries or real time
industries. The remaining sections highlighted the potential problems or issues which are linked with
these systems during communication and detail problem statement has been also conducted and several
existing security deployments are reviewed, to find the generic security mechanism that will secure the
communication of critical infrastructures.
Keywords: Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) Systems, Security Issues and Solutions
opening and closing status information and time
synchronization, transmitted from control station or
master station to field devices using Human Machine
Interface (HMI). Industrial Control System (ICS) had
been designed for critical infrastructure sectors and
90% of these systems are property/owned and
operated by private organizations. Industrial Control
System (ICS) has been also operated by Federal
agencies usually for the purposes of air traffic system
control, nuclear plant operations and controlling and
uses within oil industry, gas industry, chemical
industry, transportation system and pharmaceutical
manufacturing (Stouffer et al., 2006).

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Industrial Control System (ICS)
The term Industrial Control System (ICS) is uses
for several types of real time infrastructures (systems)
such as Distributed Control Systems (DCS),
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA)
systems and Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC).
The broad term Industrial Control System (ICS) had
been used for industries or/and real time
infrastructures (Stouffer et al., 2006). Industrial
Control System (ICS) infrastructures are based on
several types of field devices, which are
communicating within ICS network for the purposes
of message/data and commands delivery and feedback
from remote station to master station. The
communication between field devices are based on
supervisory/automated commands such as an
instruction to collect data from sensor connected with
remote station, check the alarm status, breakers

1.2. Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
(SCADA) System
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA)
system is real time Industrial Control System (ICS),
usually uses for monitoring and controlling industrial
processes between field devices connected within
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between Master Terminal Unit (MTU) and Remote
Terminal Units (RTUs).
Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) are use to collect
information/data from sensors/actuators, that are
connected with physical environment and transmits the
information to control center or Master Terminal Unit
(MTU) for monitoring purposes. Network topology is
deployed as static manners in SCADA system and
networks nodes are know in advance, for communication
between Master Terminal Unit (MTU) and Remote
Terminal Units (RTUs).

SCADA network. SCADA systems or fields devices are
geographical distributed in different locations and
monitor/control by centralized control center using
human machine interface and utilized for critical
processes sectors included water distribution and
treatment plants, power generation stations, water collection
and treatment plants, fabrication and refining plants,
wind farms stations, telecommunication systems, oil
refining station, gas collection and pumping stations,
electrical power houses, airports monitoring and
controlling systems, ships monitoring and controlling
systems, space monitoring and controlling stations and
air conditioning and heating ventilation plants/systems. In
SCADA system, data/information is collected from devices
or actuators/sensors connected within network and this
information will proceed to master control center for
monitoring and controlling purposes. During SCADA
communication, information has been visualized in the
form of text or graphical representation, thereby
visualization facilitates are located and operator at control
center for controlling and monitoring the real time
environment usually, automatically or by commands
operation. In Fig. 1, SCADA system provides
communication between the field devices such as Master
Terminal Unit (MTU), Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) and
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) and entire
communication is monitor and operator from center control
using various type of communication networks included
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), Local Area
Network (LAN), Wide Area Network (WAN) and SCADA
system has been also deployed wireless technologies such
as for communication between Master Terminal Unit
(MTU) and Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) or/and field
devices (Shahzad et al., 2014a; Musa and Aborujilah,
2013a). The following detail below depicted the services
information usually performed by SCADA system.
SCADA system provides supervisor control over
the field devices and monitors the entire
communication from center location, usually by
Human Machine Interface (HMI) software. SCADA
system has been used various types of media included
radio signals, telephone line, cable connection,
satellite and micro waves media for communication
between field devices located at distance placed.
Control center such as master terminal station is uses
as centralized controller to control and monitor the field
devices in SCADA network such as communication
Science Publications

1.3. Distributed Control System (DCS)
Distributed Control System (DCS) is another part
of Industrial Control System (ICS) and uses to control
and monitor industrial production included processing
sectors such as water distribution and treatment
plants, power generation stations, wastewater
collection and treatment plants, fabrication and
refining plants, wind farms stations, oil refining
station, gas collection and pumping stations, electrical
power houses and air conditioning and heating
ventilation plants/systems.
Distributed Control System (DCS) is usually used
control loopor upervisory station also contain control
loops and intermediate control for the purpose of tasks
distributio, to manage the processes/tasks, that are
distributed locally between the controllers within DCS
network. Distributed Control System (DCS) gather all
information from these localized controllers and then
produce whole production or processing execution
results. DCS applications are distributed among
several controllers (or computers) to minimizes the
load on each controller or/and on main controller (or
main server). Basic implementation of Distributed
Control System (DCS) is comparatively same as
SCADA system but in production phase, application
or tasks are distributed among several localized
controllers such that each controller has assigned
function from supervisory controller. Supervisory
controller or master controller initial the request and
send to field devices. On response, localized
controllers generate the results according to
supervisory
control
request
and
collect
data/information from field devices then send
response back to main server or supervisory controller
(Stouffer et al., 2006).

1.4. Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC)
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA)
system and Distributed Control Systems (DCS), both of
them have been using Programmable Logic Controllers
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connectivity. Traditionally, SCADA systems were
connected with proprietary hardware/software and
protocols. With the revolution of advance I.T
infrastructure, SCADA systems are also move/change
from traditional network to advance networks or open
standards network protocols, rather than proprietary such
as LAN/WAN through internet connectivity significantly
increase the performance, reliability and scalability of
system (Musa and Aborujilah, 2013a; Raghini et al.,
2013). With advance interconnectivity, SCADA platform
has been vulnerable from several kinds of
communication and cyber attacks and threads.
Several solutions were developed to secure SCADA
communication, but mostly were based on physical
security and limited-communication security using
secure socket layer or SSL/internet protocol or IP
security. But these solutions have also number of
limitations,
while
deploying
within
SCADA
communication because these solutions have been
depending on cryptography algorithms. So, current
research proposes the solution that has been developed
successfully within SCADA system and successfully
secure the SCADA communication between Master
Terminal Unit (MTU) and Remote Terminal Units
(RTUs) or/and Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) and
Master Terminal Unit (MTU).
Traditionally, SCADA systems have several
characteristics, risks and priorities that are quite
different from internet based communication systems
such as characteristics, risks and priorities and have
different specifications for communication such as
network and protocol requirements. There are few
considerations that must be taking placed, when
traditional SCADA infrastructure is replaced with
current communication infrastructure by using of open
standards protocols and networks such as performance
such as session/time management, availability such as
expected/unexpected
results
management,
management of risk and disaster, infrastructure
security
issues,
processes
consequences,
communication response management, operation
management, Resource availability and management,
protocols and media management and replacement of
field devices, devices life session, permission to
access and organization support.
There are numbers of threads that disturb or intercept
the SCADA communication such as communication
attackers inside/outside organization, attacker or botnetwork, attacker using spam, attacker using phishing,
attacker using spyware and attacker using malware.

(PLC), for controlling overall network architecture.
PLCs are mostly uses for data/information collection
from physical environment and upon collection, process
the information back to master station based on master
station request. Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) within
SCADA system are used as PLCs to collect
data/information from sensors/actuators and transmit
back to master station for the purposes of controlling and
monitoring. At other side, field controllers or local
controllers perform functions or uses as Programmable
Logic Controllers (PLCs) within Distributed Control
System (DCS). Local controllers are collect
data/information from field devices and send response
back to master controller or supervisory controller.
Usually, all types of Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLCs) have their own memory or storage area for
storing information related with instructions being
execute or basis on master controller/master station
request or functions implementation such as
input/output
controlling
functions,
session
management, arithmetic and logical functions, alarm
controlling function and processing of data/information,
(Shahzad et al., 2013; 2014b).

1.5. Background Problems: SCADA System
SCADA systems have been geographical
distributed across different locations over the world
using Wide Area Network (WAN) technology.
SCADA systems have been connected with numbers
of remote terminal devices or PLCs through several
types of networks such as LAN/WAN, protocols and
transmission media such as wire/wireless. The great
enhancement within SCADA, connectivity with
several advance networks and used of advance I.T
infrastructures, brought SCADA communication more
demandable for end users. SCADA uses centralized
station with advance I.T infrastructure, therefore able to
control thousand of remote terminal stations or field
devices at the same time without limitation of networks
and protocols or open standards. At the other side, large
interconnectivity of open standards networks, protocols
and uses of open I.T infrastructure within SCADA system,
made SCADA platform more vulnerable from several
types of threads and attacks (Stouffer et al., 2006;
Musa and Aborujilah, 2013b). More detail related with
SCADA vulnerabilities and threats are depicted below.
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA)
systems were designed to fulfill the basic requirements
such as system performance and reliability and other
basic needs related with SCADA system operations of
real time industrial infrastructure, without interlinking
with networks such as public/private and internet
Science Publications
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Fig. 1. SCADA system communication

them such as eavesdropping, data modification, data
replay, key distribution and other generic attacks
(Anandkumar and Jayakumar, 2012; Manikandan and
Manimegalai, 2012).
Based on review, all existing solutions (generic
security solutions) have been based on cryptography
techniques such as encryption, digital signature and
hashing algorithms, for the purpose of secure
data/message communication between SCADA nodes
(Hong and Lee, 2008; Bhaya and AlAsady, 2012).
SCADA communication has been vulnerable from
several types of cyber attacks; by rapidly increasing
SCADA system connectivity with IP based protocols or
open standard protocols. Based on SCADA security,
cryptography solutions such as Symmetric and Asymmetric
have been deployed to achieve the security services goals
such as data confidentiality, data authentication, data
integrity and non-repudiation function and secure SCADA
communication long run (Drahansky and Balitanas, 2011;
Majdalawieh et al., 2006).
SCADA systems are vulnerable from cyber attacks.
Several existing solutions address the security related with
SCADA communication with limitations. Four main
components have been highlighted for SCADA security
issues such as authenticity, availability, integrity,
confidentiality. SCADA system has been reduced the
risks, gain control and provides secure communication
over attacks/threads using cryptography solution or
module (AGA, 2003; Aris et al., 2011 ). Asymmetric and
symmetric solutions are deployed within several

The vulnerabilities such as installation and
configuration
of
networks
or
inappropriate,
communication architecture, password policy, system
authentication and authorization, nonexistence of
intrusion detection and prevention system, nonexistence
software/hardware firewall and cryptography protection
are usually located within SCADA system, that make
communication more unsecure.
After conducting the detail analysis, that has been
based on SCADA communication security issues such
as threads, vulnerable platforms and nonappropriates
security policies and solutions analysis within SCADA
communication. The security solution has been
developed successfully within SCADA system and
successfully secures the SCADA communication and
gives research directions to overcome the security
issues that are warming SCADA communication
(Musa and Aborujilah, 2013a).

1.6. Problem Statements: SCADA System
The problem statement has been conducted from
detail study, based on existing SCADA security issues
such as threads/attacks and vulnerabilities. More detail
related with SCADA systems and protocols security
issues and challenges are depicted below.
Several security issues and challenges have been
reviewed from existing SCADA implementations.
According to the review analysis, there are no proper
solutions that SCADA communication and overcome
completely secure the the security issues related with
Science Publications
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networks and successfully achieved the security
services included authentication, integrity, non
repudiation and confidentiality as main part of
SCADA security protection.
SSL/TLS and IP based security solutions have been
implemented within several traditional networks
applications or/and SCADA communication network or
protocols. SSL/TLS and IP based solutions have number
of issues related with their communication and security,
included running on Transport Control Protocol (TCP),
base on cryptography algorithms for security purposes
and security mechanism is limited for non repudiation
function and other unavailable advance security features
(Patel and Graham, 2009; Preneel, 1993).
SCADA security issues such as no proper
authentication mechanism for SCADA system in the
term of designed and processing or operation, uses of
proprietary or vendors protocol with open standards
Protocols (TCP/IP), trust on physical security concepts
and performance decreases over internet with several
vulnerabilities. From these security issues; cryptography
solution such as asymmetric using ECC algorithm and
symmetric using AES algorithm has been deployed
within SCADA communication end-to-end and achieved
security services such as data confidentiality, data
authentication, data integrity and non-repudiation
function. As “Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, Inc”
suggested that cryptography solutions is best approaches
to overcome the SCADA security issues during
communication (Risley and Ladow, 2003).
Based on SCADA vulnerabilities; homeland
security (department) has been used cryptography
mechanism (solution) to secure “Nation”s critical
infrastructure” from cyber attacks/threads. As
conclusion, cryptography solutions are the best
approaches
to
secure
or
protect
SCADA
communication over internet and successfully
decrease the risks (Shahzad et al., 2014a; Asenjo,
2005; Babu and Singh, 2013). Advance Encryption
Standard (AES) 256, HMAC and MD5 as part of
cryptography solutions have been deployed, to protect
SCADA communication, while intrusions (anomaly)
are detected by Intelligent Electronic Device (IED) as
part of substation controller (Musa and Aborujilah,
2013a; Hong, 2010; AL-Saidi et al., 2011).
The “American National Security Agency” has been
suffering from potential attacks and hackers that are
serious problems for critical infrastructure sectors. So,
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need a solution that significantly secures the critical
infrastructure communication, while connected with
open standard networks or protocols (Pollet, 2002).
SCADA system vendors and developers have been
only focusing on functional parts of SCADA system
such scalability, reliability, performance and access
control without security consideration in mind. There
is no generic solution available that fulfill the
requirements of SCADA system security. All SCADA
functional performances are depending on security
issues, if SCADA system is fully secure then whole
system performances would absolutely achieve
(Rautmare, 2011).
SCADA system implementations using control
protocols such Distributed Network Protocol (DNP3),
fieldbus, modbus and other IP based protocols are
harmful and critical for SCADA communication
between field devices. These protocols have been
designed without any security concerned that fully or
partially provides protection against cyber attacks and
threads. Several firewalls have been used between
SCADA system and corporate networks or internet but
unable to fully integrate with SCADA networks, such
as in term of SCADA protocols such as DNP3 or
Modbus development and configuration. So, lack of
security information and protocols configuration
unawareness, rapidly increasing more vulnerabilities
for SCADA platform and causing major security
issues for critical infrastructures (Cai et al., 2008;
Shahzad et al., 2013).
DNP3 is most important protocol uses within
SCADA system. DNP3 is uses almost all over the
world; approximately 70% in America within electric
and water utilities and remaining 30% in other parts of the
world such as Europe, Asia and Australia (TD, 2011).
Securing DNP3 protocol or security deployment within
DNP3 protocol, significantly enhance the security of
SCADA system and reduce the potential attacks and
vulnerabilities within communication.

2. CONCLUSION
The detail literature has been reviewed which is
based on Industrial Control System (ICS) deployment,
their main architecture and the importance within
industries. The security issues have been highlighted
that are warming the communication and the existing
security mechanisms are also reviewed that are useful
to protect the communication from attacks and make
Industrial Control System (ICS) platform secure
against vulnerabilities. In future work, the
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cryptography based strong security solution will
implement to protect the Industrial Control System
(ICS), while connecting with several open networks.
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